Researchers Create Red-eyed Mutant Wasps
Results from the Akbari lab at UC Riverside show that CRISPR gene-slicing technology
works to study wasps
By Sean Nealon On APRIL 19, 2017

By Jeanette Marantos
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (www.ucr.edu)— Researchers at UC Riverside’s
Akbari lab have brought a new strain of red-eyed mutant wasps into
the world.
The wasps were created to prove that CRISPR gene-slicing
technology can be used successfully on the tiny parasitic jewel wasps,
giving scientists a new way to study some of the wasp’s interesting
biology, such as how males can convert all their progeny into males
by using selfish genetic elements.

The red-eyed mutant Jewel wasp, seen on the
right, was created in the lab using CRISPR
technology. An unmodified Jewel wasp is seen
on the left.
AKBARI LAB, UC RIVERSIDE.

No one knows how that selfish genetic element in some male wasps
“can somehow kill the female embryos and create only males,” said
Omar Akbari, an assistant professor of entomology who led the
research team. “To understand that, we need to pursue their PSR
(paternal sex ratio) chromosomes, perhaps by mutating regions of the
PSR chromosome to determine which genes are essential for its
functionality.”

Enter the relatively new CRISPR technology, which allows scientists
to inject components like RNA and proteins into an organism with
instructions to find, cut and mutate a specific piece of DNA. Then researchers can see how disrupting that DNA affects the
organism.
The end goal, in Akbari’s case, is to better understand the biology of wasps and other insects, so they can find a way to
control insects that destroy crops or spread diseases like malaria.
But the first step is figuring out how to use the CRISPR technology in such a small organism, something no one had ever
done before, in large part because the work is pretty daunting, Akbari said. This is because jewel wasps lay their tiny eggs
inside a blowfly pupa, which had to be peeled back to expose the teensy eggs.
How tiny? Imagine the blowfly egg sac as about the size of a small bean, Akbari said, and Jewel wasp eggs “about a
quarter the size of a grain of rice….You’re essentially pulling a small egg out of a larger egg, injecting it with components to
mutate the DNA and then putting it back into the bigger egg to develop.”
In the case of Akbari’s mutant wasps, the team decided to slice the genes that control the color of the wasp’s normally
black eyes.
“We wanted to target a gene that would be obvious, and we knew from previous studies that if the gene for eye
pigmentation was knocked out, they would have red eyes, so this seemed like a good target for gene disruption,” Akbari
said. “Big beautiful red eyes are something you won’t miss.”

But creating that disruption took some doing—well, a lot of doing, Akbari said. “You have to use a very-very fine needle and
a microscope and individually inject hundred to thousands of embryos, but in the end, we developed a protocol that can be
used to cut the DNA in this organism and we showed that it works.”
The technique is challenging, Akbari said, “but it is learnable. You need a really steady hand and it requires a lot of
patience in micro manipulation that one can learn over time. Ming Li, a postdoctoral researcher in our lab has mastered the
technique.”
And those scarlet-orbed wasps? They won’t be going away anytime soon. The cuts in the DNA created a mutant wasp with
heritable traits, which means those red eyes will be passed down to all their offspring in the future – an important quality for
researchers who are looking for a stable line of insects to study.
The results will be published in Natures Scientific Reports WHEN in an article called “Generation of heritable germline
mutations in the jewel wasp Nasonia vitripennis using CRISPR/Cas9.” Besides Akbari, the authors include Li, Abigail
Chong and Bradley J. White of UCR and Lauren Yun Cook Au, Deema Douglah and Patrick M. Ferree from Claremont
McKenna College in Claremont.
The research was supported by UCR startup funds.
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The University of California, Riverside (www.ucr.edu) is a doctoral research university, a living laboratory for groundbreaking
exploration of issues critical to Inland Southern California, the state and communities around the world. Reflecting California's diverse
culture, UCR's enrollment is now nearly 23,000 students. The campus opened a medical school in 2013 and has reached the heart of
the Coachella Valley by way of the UCR Palm Desert Center. The campus has an annual statewide economic impact of more than $1
billion. A broadcast studio with fiber cable to the AT&T Hollywood hub is available for live or taped interviews. UCR also has ISDN for
radio interviews. To learn more, call (951) UCR-NEWS.
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